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Abstract: To function properly, all electrical appliances need electricity. Power is the unit of measurement for energy
consumption, and it is measured in watts/VA. Any primary distribution system (Bulk consumers) instals the greatest number of
loads possible. In this study, one shopping mall was used to test the hypothesis. The overall demand has a significant impact on
the electricity tariff per month. Many bulk customers use the maximum demand controller module to avoid paying a penalty on
their electricity bill, however during a maximum demand case, non-critical loads will be turned off while critical loads will
continue to operate normally. Surges are produced when a non-critical load is turned on and off repeatedly. During peak demand
periods, parking-connected Electric Vehicles can provide help for a specific time period.
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INTRODUCTION

EV users and charging service providers, EVs may be

The transport sector is responsible for almost a quarter

used as flexible loads that help to mitigate the load

of worldwide total CO2 emissions, while about three

variations and peak demand in the power system [8].

quarters of these emissions are attributable to cars and

Previous

trucks. According to the IEA report, car ownership,

conducting EV modeling, investigating EVs and the

trucking activity, and air travel would increase

related impact on the electric power system. Reference

substantially by 2050 [1]. Appropriately, the IEA expects

[9] proposes an optimization model for determining the

the energy use to increase by 70%, and greenhouse gas

capacity of RES, while utilizing EVs with other sources

emissions to increase by 50%, if no new policies are

to capture fluctuations of RES. Reference [10] utilizes

introduced [2]. Besides promoting the climate change,

Support Vector Regression (SVR) approach to create a

the increasing number of combustion engine vehicles

charging load forecasting model based on various

adds to the problem of airborne particle pollution.

historical data. Reference [11] describes a model that

According to WHO report, it already affects the health

forecasts the daily load profile of EV charging stations

of more than 90% of the world’s population *3+. Thus,

in commercial building premises. Reference [12] models

one of the challenges is to enable mobility without

power profiles using a variational auto-encoder. The

accelerating the climate change and prevent adding up

research emphasizes that peak load will rise due to

to the already existing pollution problem [4]. Due to

uncontrolled charging of EVs [13–16]. If it is possible to

absence of emission during operation, Electric Vehicles

impact the charging behavior, using different charging

(EVs) have become a promising technology that offers

strategies, this flexible capacity could be used to keep

practical reduction of the CO2 emissions and air

the grid stable with an increased amount of variable

pollution if the increased power demand necessary to

renewable energy. With higher penetration of EVs, their

charge EVs is sustainable. To successfully implement

batteries in an aggregate become a flexible capacity in

the solution and maximize the technological advantage,

the power system [8]. This is an opportunity to use them

it requires a multilevel approach that involves car

as individual and flexible loads which may be

manufacturers, car owners, building owners, and power

considered for grid-support to mitigate load variation

system authorities to collaborate.

and load peaks. Reference [17] describes how various

EV deployment has been growing rapidly over the past

EV charging strategies can help to reduce the peak

ten years. The global stock of EV passenger vehicles

demand and improve system load factor. If there are

passed 5 million in 2018, with an increase of 63% since

well-designed incentives for EV users to take part in

2017, and the rising

grid-support, the value of driving an EV and having

trend continues. At the same time, there is also a

EVs in the electrical system increases. The opportunity

growing trend of installation of EV charging points.

of using EVs as grid ancillary services was studied in

Charging infrastructure follows the EV trend. In 2018,

[18–22]. While modeling approaches in the literature

according to IEA in the global EV outlook, the number

focus on modeling average hourly power profiles,

of charging points was estimated to be 5.2 million,

modeling the demand-side management and demand

which is 44% more than in 2017, where 90% were in the

response events requires minutes or even seconds

private sector [5].

resolution. For example, the technical requirements for

A large number of Electric Vehicles (EVs) and the

participation in the frequency containment reserve in

growing trend in installation of EV charging points may

Finland require the activation time of the reserve from

create more challenges for electrical power system. The

sub-minute values to 3 min, depending on the type of

EV charging patterns are stochastic due to uncertainties

the reserve [23]. Taking into consideration that

in the travel behavior of each individual driver and

aggregated EV load is an intermittent and a stochastic

charging preferences. Coupled with increasing share of

source

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) in the generation mix

approaches require smaller resolution for modeling of

and their intermittent nature, large-scale EV charging

power profiles.

research

of

supports

flexibility,

the

importance

new data-driven

of

modeling

can lead to grid overloading, especially during the peak
loading hours [6–8]. With well-designed incentives for
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METHODOLOGY
The maximum demand controller plays a major role in
every shopping malls. Every shopping malls contains
different kind of loads like lighting loads, critical loads,
CCTV, Computer, Air conditioning system, Play Station
etc. one normal shopping malls have hundred number
of shops. Each shops loads vary sec to sec. the electrical
loads are mainly classified in to two types namely, i)
Critical Loads ii)
Non Critical loads. In existing maximum demand
controller operated based on the sensing input power
rating, each demand controller fixed some load
parameter. If the demand reaches the prefixed limits the
demand controller will send the signal to relay driver,
and relay driver will operate the contactor. The main
disadvantages of the existing system is the entire Non
critical loads will shut off. The AC loads are major
capacity loads, each time the loads consume major
starting currents and results produce surges in existing
distribution system. This surges will effect on the
critical or sensitive loads. Loads will vary time to time
based on the usages. The penalty amount will be big
burden for each electricity tariff payers.

Figure : One line diagram of proposed system
First all the power measurement data’s from remote end
via

either

wired

communication

or

wireless

communication will give input to the microcontroller.
Inside the microcontroller all analogue data converted
to proper digital data by the help of ADC converter. In
microcontroller the coding are loaded in C language.
Microcontroller will work based on the input data. Once
the maximum demand data reached prefixed data the
Plug in electric Vehicles will starts to export power from

PROPOSED SYSTEM:
The proposed system will support the system for
handling the Non critical loads during the period of
Maximum demand. During maximum demand time
period in order to maintain the load the generator will

their batteries. The bidirectional Back to back converter
will help to concert DC/AC and support the loads, if this
condition continued 10 minutes the generator will
started and support the loads.

turn on, but the system don’t know how much power
increased for the maximum demand period. Our
proposed system the parking charge connected Plug in
electrical vehicles will support that time interval. The
above Fig 1 shows that the one line diagram of the
proposed system. The power measurements are
measured by the help of proper sensors. The
microcontroller may communicate via wired

or

wireless. All the power data’s and events are noted and
reordered by microcontroller.
Figure 3: Single phase Bi-Directional Converter
The Fig 3 shows that the Bidirectional Single phase
AC/DC, DC/AC converter. This converter will work
both rectifier and inverter mode based on the firing
pulses given to the power electronic switched (D1-D8).
During maximum demand mode the converter will take
DC power from EVs battery and
convert to AC and support the Non critical loads
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SIMULATION RESULTS:
Fig 4 shows that the single phase Bi directional
converter during maximum demand time connected to
the distribution system to compensate load demand.
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Fig: 4 Simulation circuit of the proposed DVR circuit fed
with EV

Fig: 7 Compensation of voltage sag with the EV fed
DVR from 0.5 sec to 0.7 sec

Fig: 5 overall Simulation results of the proposed system
Fig 5 shows that the output waveform during
maximum demand period, the Non critical load isolated
from the EB supply and All EVs together supply the
load and maintain Non critical load remains ON.
Time period 0 to 2.5 sec.

Fig: 8 Compensation of voltage sag with the EV fed
DVR from 1.5 sec to 1.7 sec
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CONCLUSION:

Global EV Outlook 2019; Technical Report; IEA: Paris,

From this proposed system the generator take time to

France, 2019. Available online: https://www.iea.org/

start deliver electricity to the loads in that time the Non

reports/global-ev-outlook-2019

critical loads will get suffer and turned off, during ON
process al the AC compressors are taking 6 to 7 times of

24

August

2020)..
6.

Koch, A.K.; Fowler, M.W.; Fraser, R.A. Implementation of
a fuel cell plug-in hybrid electric vehicle and factors

full load current from the supply. So our system will

affecting transportation policy. Int. J. Energy Res. 2011,

protect from this surge by temporarily support
electricity from EVs and maintain out distribution

(accessed

35, 1371–1388. [CrossRef]
7.

García-Villalobos, J.; Zamora, I.; San Martín, J.; Asensio,

system reliable. Modeling demand response (DR)

F.; Aperribay, V. Plug-in electric vehicles in electric

allows one to peek into future scenarios of an

distribution networks: A review of smart charging

abundance of EVs, to study the available flexibility of

approaches. Renew. Sustain. Energy Rev. 2014, 38,

EV fleets, and to understand the necessity of installation

717–731. [CrossRef

of additional chargers and the building technical

8.

Thesis, Electric Power Systems, KTH Royal Institute of

restraints in terms of the peak load across charging
infrastructure. One of the main obstacles in the
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modeling of future scenarios is the uncertainty in EV

A.; Safari, A. Optimal energy management and sizing of

owner behavioral patterns, e.g., how large of a group of

renewable energy and battery systems in residential

EV owners permits their maximum charging power to
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diminish during charging in a public domain, such as in
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office

building.

Another
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coefficients, so that it is possible to take into
consideration the geographical location of the charging
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based

on

support

vector

regression.

In
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infrastructure. With a large level of EV penetration,
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the charging infrastructure, which would result in a
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more

(ISGT-Asia), Melbourne, Australia, 28 November–1
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relationship
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the
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